I’ve never been to a conference where the sessions were so relevant and of such high quality.
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Why Primary Science?
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Partnership
We are hosting our conference in partnership
with one of our long standing strategic partners, the
Scottish Schools Education Research Centre (SSERC).
SSERC is actively engaged with schools throughout Scotland.

Primary Science Education Conference 2019
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Exhibition Features and Benefits
Our Delegates

Costs

Exhibiting
Branding Opportunities
Teacher Bursaries
Sponsorship

www.sserc.org.uk

Contact Us
Colette Mackie
PSTT Events Administrator
0117 325 7823
colette.mackie@pstt.org.uk
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WHO ARE WE? THE PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST
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The Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT) is
an educational charity committed to raising
standards in primary science education
Across the UK we work with and support:
 A network of award winning teachers – Fellows of the PSTT College
 Multiple schools - funded through our our Cluster Programme
 Academic collaborators - initial teacher educators, researchers and partners
We facilitate collaboration between these groups of excellent practitioners and researchers; this enables us to support
the development and dissemination of excellence in the teaching, learning and leadership of primary science.
Our International Conferences enable us to increase our impact and our reach, and we would be delighted to welcome
you to Edinburgh in 2019.
Please visit our website for more information about us.

www.pstt.org.uk

Our vision is simple: we want
to see excellent teaching
of science in every primary
classroom in the UK
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WHO ARE WE? WHY PRIMARY SCIENCE?
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A good primary teacher nurtures a child’s innate curiosity about the world
around them, and supports the development of their scientific skills,
understanding and positive attitudes to science
Children’s ideas and attitudes about whether science is for them develop early. If
children are ‘switched off’ science before they leave primary school, this presents
serious concerns about:
 Their chances of being successful at secondary school
 The career choices open to them
 Their ability to make informed and responsible decisions about their personal
health and well-being
 The future of the UK economy, which relies on a continuous pipeline of skilled
scientists entering the workforce
Our conference, devoted exclusively to primary science, will support teachers to
maintain children’s curiosity and engagement with science.
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WHO ARE WE? INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 2016
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Our inaugural International Conference
was held in Belfast in 2016

83%

99%

‘Very Likely’ to
attend another
PSEC

Agreed event ‘met
or exceeded’
expectations

Over 350 delegates went home inspired with a wealth of new ideas, strategies, activities and resources to use in their
classrooms, and to share with their colleagues at school. Many delegates also reported that engaging in opportunities for
deeper reflection led to a genuine and lasting change in their own practice.
Our three-day programme offered:

FOUR OUTSTANDING
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS...

OVER SIXTY
INSPIRING SESSIONS...

AN INTERACTIVE
EXHIBITION HALL...

CONNECTING RESEARCH
& PRACTICE...

...including Professor Alice
Roberts and Dr. Maggie
Aderin-Pocock.

...made up of practical
workshops and
interactive talks.

...which formed an
integral part of our
conference.

...bringing academics
and teachers together in
reflective discussions.

Click here for the 2016 Conference Brochure

		 I went home
bursting with ideas
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PSEC 2019 EDINBURGH: VENUE
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Outstanding Professional Development for all Primary Science Educators
Awards Dinner
Our conference dinner will take place on 6th June 2019 at Edinburgh’s imaginative, hands-on
science centre, Dynamic Earth. The dinner will celebrate the winners of our 2018 Primary
Science Teacher Awards. These awards are given to outstanding classroom teachers who
demonstrate innovative and creative practice, and who support colleagues in and beyond
their own schools - click here to find out more about the awards. All conference attendees
and organisations are invited to the dinner and tickets will go on sale in 2018. For dinner
sponsorship options, please see page 19.

Conference Venue
Our Conference is taking place at the Edinburgh International
Conference Centre (EICC). This world class venue is located close
to the city centre, giving delegates the chance to explore the sights
of the historic and cosmopolitan capital city of Scotland.
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PSEC 2019 EDINBURGH: PROGRAMME
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Over three days, we are offering a varied and carefully chosen programme
of what will be the very best in professional development for primary
science education, delivered by experts
Our programme planning will be responsive to the key challenges that
teachers are facing, and will address recent and relevant issues in primary
science education.
The programme includes:






Keynote talks
Practical workshops
Interactive talks
Reflective practice seminars
Science shows

We know that teachers trust and value professional development that
is delivered by other practising teachers. Our Primary Science Teacher
College includes some of the best primary science teachers in the world,
and we are fortunate that they will be contributing to the programme.
Organised around a range of themes, our programme will enable every
delegate to select sessions that match their particular interest and need.

Day 1
Thursday

Day 2
Friday

Day 3
Saturday

engagement
and enjoyment,
assessment,
outdoor learning,
emotional wellbeing

neuroscience
and how we
learn, play, early
years, creativity,
cross-curricular
science

subject
leadership,
STEM, gender
bias, science
capital, transition

Our international call for
programme proposals
will open in Spring 2018.

PSEC 2019
Speakers
We are delighted
that the renowned
physicist and science
communicator,

JIM AL-KHALILI, will be

delivering our opening keynote talk.
We have secured an outstanding group
of speakers and we will be releasing
these details over the coming year.
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PSEC 2019 EDINBURGH: EXHIBITION FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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The dynamic exhibition space: an integral part of the delegate experience
We want our
delegates to meet
exhibitors who can
offer them resources
and ideas that will
genuinely support
their work.
Cross curricular engagement:
Most of our delegates will teach
children not just science, but
all subjects. They will therefore
welcome meeting exhibitors
that offer resources and support
across the whole curriculum
and in particular for maths and
English as well as science.

Benefits for PSEC Exhibitors

The EICC’s exhibition space, Cromdale Hall
PSEC is committed to providing a lively and welcoming environment where delegates
can meet colleagues and exhibitors to expand their networks and exchange ideas.

 A lively and welcoming networking hub
 Three breakout times each day, dedicated only to the
exhibition
 A multi-purpose exhibition hall used for workshop
sessions throughout the day
 Delegates directed to the exhibition hall on arrival
 Key conference announcements made in the
exhibition hall
 Open plan layout to facilitate easy circulation and
access to all stands
 Generous time for delegates to talk in depth with
exhibitors about their products and services
 Lunch and refreshments served at several catering
points around the hall
 Additional networking events integrated into the
programme to increase delegate footfall
 Quality is our priority - limited exhibitor stands are
available
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PSEC 2019 EDINBURGH: OUR DELEGATES
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A three-day opportunity to develop lasting relationships with delegates
from around the world
Who will attend PSEC?

Teacher Bursaries

Our conference will attract delegates from all areas of primary science education.
From across the UK and internationally, we will be welcoming:

Please see page 15 to find out how your organisation could support a teacher
to come to the conference through our bursary scheme.









Primary teachers, science subject leaders and school leaders
Academics from primary science education
PSTT College Fellows
Initial Teacher Education professionals
Student teachers and researchers
Representatives from learned societies
Other stakeholders in primary science education

All our delegates will be invested in, and passionate about, primary science education.
Whether they are at the start of their careers or are experienced voices of influence, they will
have a common interest in finding out and sharing the latest and best in resources, strategies
and research available to support teaching, learning and leadership of primary science.

Conference tickets will go on sale in early 2018.

PSEC provides opportunities
for genuine engagement and
collaboration between academics
and practitioners.
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COSTS: EXHIBITION
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Exhibition stands
Included in your stand space:

2mx2m

3mx2m

4mx2m

Standard: £449
(£112.25 per m2)

Standard: £599
(£99.83 per m2)

Standard: £749
(£93.63 per m2)

Early Bird: £399

Early Bird: £549

Early Bird: £699

(£99.75 per m2)

(£91.50 per m2)

(£87.38 per m2)

All prices exclude VAT. Early-bird prices closed on 26th April 2018.







Shell scheme with name panel
Trestle table
1 x Chair
1 x 500W plug socket
2 x 3-day exhibitor passes (catering not
included)
 Wi-Fi
 STANDARD promotion package
Further requirements:
You can choose to modify your stand with our exhibition
partners, GES. A booking form with further options and
costs will be sent to all our exhibitors.

Please contact us to
request a floorplan

To discuss bespoke space requirements, please contact Colette: colette.mackie@pstt.org.uk
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COSTS: EXHIBITION
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Exhibition promotion packages designed to lower costs and allow each
organisation to build an exhibition experience that fits with their preferred
marketing style
By taking a stand, you automatically qualify for the standard package at no extra cost. Details and prices of the other packages are listed below. Please note availability is limited.
If you would prefer to add individual promotions rather than a package, these are priced separately on the following pages.

£0 included in exhibition price

£610

STANDARD

PLATINUM

 Exhibitor name included
on exhibitor floorplan and
conference website
 Short exhibitor description
and logo included in
conference brochure

(all prices exclude VAT)

Standard promotion PLUS

 Full page advert in printed
brochure
(value: £290)
 Printed insert or
promotional item in
delegate bag
SAVE
(value: £220)
£100!
 Workshop/session
room branding x
1 day (Value: £200)

£450

£320

GOLD

SILVER

Standard promotion PLUS

 Full page advert in printed
brochure
(value: £290)
 Printed insert or
promotional item in
delegate bag
SAVE
(value: £220)
£60!

£290
BRONZE

Standard promotion PLUS

 Half page advert in printed
brochure
(value: £150)
 Printed insert or
promotional item
in delegate bag
SAVE
(value: £220)
£50!

Standard promotion PLUS

 Quarter page advert in
printed brochure
(value: £100)
 Printed insert or
promotional item
SAVE
in delegate bag
£30!
(value: £220)
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COSTS: BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES
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Branding opportunities
The promotional opportunities listed on this page are available to PSEC exhibitors and sponsors
only. You can add any of the following promotions to complement your exhibition stand or package.
Please note that there are cost savings by choosing one of our exhibition packages on page 11.

Café Seating Area in Exhibition Hall: £550
Limited opportunities
Table top advertising. Freestanding advert to go on tables in our café seating area in the main
exhibition hall. Tables will also be used for selected workshops within our conference programme.
Advert will appear on one side of a three-sided table talker. It will feature your organisation’s
logo, a short description and your exhibitor location.

Conference Information Screens: from £500
Limited opportunities
Full slide advert displayed on our conference information screens throughout the venue. The
advert will appear in a revolving slideshow with conference information slides.
Your advert will have exclusivity: no other exhibitor adverts will appear on these screens.
 One day: £500
 Three days: Price on application

Conference Communications: £350
‘Exhibitor Feature’ in PSEC e-mail
Email: Prior to conference
£350 limited availability
Raise your profile ahead of meeting delegates by featuring in one of our e-mail
communications sent out to our conference database (including all delegates). This
email will highlight your organisation and enable you to share your plans for exhibiting
at the conference.
Email: Post conference
£350 limited availability
Having met our delegates, remind them about your organisation during the crucial
event follow-up period by featuring in one of our e-mail communications sent out to
our conference database (including all delegates). The email will raise your profile and
enable you to share your experience exhibiting at the conference.
In their exhibitor features, organisations can include competitions, product launches
and links to websites etc. Image size and word count restrictions will apply.

(all prices exclude VAT)
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COSTS: BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES
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Branding opportunities
The promotional opportunities listed on pages 13-14 are available to all organisations, including non-exhibitors/sponsors.
For those exhibiting and for sponsors, you can add any of the listed promotions to complement your exhibition stand or package. Please note that there are cost savings by choosing one of our
exhibition packages on page 11.

Conference Brochure: from £100
Place an advert in our conference brochure. A printed copy will be given
to all delegates on arrival at the conference and it will also be available
online before the event.
 Full page: £290
 Half Page: £150
 Quarter page: £100

Room Branding: £200 per day
Limited Availability
Your branding in one of our workshop session rooms x 1 day
 Display up to two banner stands
 Leave your flyers, note pads and pens on tables
 Option to provide other promotional items, e.g. branded water bottles

Speed Teach Meet: £350
Host a Speed Networking session in the exhibition hall, where
like-minded educators can meet each other, to share experiences
and exchange ideas. This will be followed by open networking.
Hosting allows your organisation to provide:
 Short introduction/speech (up to 2 minutes)
 Banners displayed in the designated networking area
 Flyers/promotional items handed out to delegates
attending

Delegate Bag Inserts: £220
Leaflet or small promotional item (supplied by you; size
restrictions apply) given out to all delegates. Limited
availability.

(all prices exclude VAT)
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COSTS: BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES
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Host our conference’s only drinks reception, to be held in the exhibition
hall at the end of the day’s programme on Friday
Drinks Reception Host: £3,500 ex. VAT
Limited to one opportunity
Included:







Glass of wine, beer or soft drink for every delegate
Event advertised with your logo in conference programme
Email invitation with your logo sent to delegates prior to the event
Social media: promotion through at least two posts
Personalised invitation with your logo sent to Keynote Speakers and VIPs
Event advertised with your logo on conference information slides shown on screens around the venue during
Thursday and Friday

Bespoke Options:







Use of the central are in the exhibition hall for you to brand with banners and leaflets, and to welcome your guests
Delivering a short speech or product demonstration
Giving out promotional items
Running an approved networking activity
Providing a form of approved entertainment
Buying more drinks and/or canapés for guests from EICC’s caterers, Leith’s
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COSTS: TEACHER BURSARIES
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A bursary will make a real difference to a teacher, their school and the
children they work with. We encourage you to donate one or more
bursaries to help make this difference
The financial circumstances of many schools make it difficult for them to support teachers to
attend, and we do not want this to be a barrier. Attending the conference will make a significant
difference to both the teacher and their school.
In order to apply for a bursary, teachers must work in an infant, junior or primary school in the
UK and ideally, they will be science subject leaders. Teachers from schools with higher levels of
disadvantage will be given priority.

Each bursary of £1,000 will cover:






Three-day conference ticket
Hotel accommodation for the duration of the conference (two nights)
Return travel to the conference venue
Two days of supply cover
One ticket to a PSTT post conference follow up CPD event (expenses not covered)
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COSTS: SPONSORSHIP
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Bespoke packages offering prominent brand exposure

Signature Sponsor
Price on application
One opportunity

Key Sponsor
Price on application
Two opportunities

Largest exhibition space,
central prime location,
size tailored to specification

Supporting Sponsor
£10,000
Three opportunities

Awards Dinner Sponsor
£6,000
One opportunity

4 m x 2 m large exhibition
space, prime location

3 m x 2 m exhibition space,
visible corner location

See page 19 for
full details
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COSTS: SPONSORSHIP
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Signature Sponsor

Key Sponsor

Supporting Sponsor

Your organisation referred to as ‘sponsor’ in event material







3-day conference tickets including catering

6

4

2

Bursary support for teachers to attend PSEC

5 teachers

2 teachers

1 teacher

Keynote x 1 and
Sessions x 3

Sessions x 3

Sessions x 2

Photo/press opportunity with a Keynote Speaker or VIP





Your organisation’s banners displayed in at least three strategic points around the venue (position and size negotiable)





Wi-Fi: Your organisation’s name used by delegates as the password for conference network (limited to 8 characters)



Invitation to give short speech to all delegates in the exhibition hall (up to 5 minutes)



Logo on the conference holding slides for all speakers



Other bespoke options available to feature your logo on additional branding material



Included in package:
CONFERENCE

Session branding - display banners at the front of the room, with permission to hand out branded goods i.e. water bottles,
note pads on entry (supplied by you)

MARKETING
Recognition in our international campaign (pre and post conference)







Logo on conference website and ticket page







CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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COSTS: SPONSORSHIP
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Signature Sponsor

Key Sponsor

Supporting Sponsor

Social media: acknowledgement and engagement







Logo featured in conference email communications (size restrictions will apply)







Potential for wider reach via the marketing channels of partner organisations





Information about your organisation presented in interview format and sent in a dedicated pre-conference e-mail to
the PSEC database (including all delegates)




*shared with up to
two organisations

Personalised message of thanks in post conference follow up email and social media posts



Included in package:

EVENT MATERIAL
Advert in A4 conference brochure (print and digital)

Full page

Half page

Half page

Delegate bag: promotional insert (supplied by you)







Printed on registration banners







Front cover of the conference brochure (print and digital)





Printed on outside of delegate bag



Featured on conference information slides, revolving on screens throughout venue



Printed on delegate badge in prominent position



Where your logo will appear: (size and colour restrictions will apply)
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COSTS: SPONSORSHIP
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Awards Dinner Sponsor: £6,000 ex. VAT
Limited to one opportunity

Opportunity to be the exclusive sponsor of our prestigious
Awards Dinner
We are delighted that our conference dinner will be hosted at Edinburgh’s imaginative, handson science centre, Dynamic Earth. During the dinner, we will celebrate the winners of our 2018
Primary Science Teacher Awards. These awards are given to outstanding classroom teachers who
employ creative and innovative approaches, and who support colleagues in and beyond their
schools.

Included in package:
Event Live
 Referred to as ‘Dinner Sponsor’ throughout
 Photo/press opportunities at dinner
 Your organisation’s logo on the main-stage screen holding slide
 Table of 10 for dinner
 A formal recognition and ‘thank you’ at start and finish of dinner
 The option to give branded gifts to guests (provided by you)
Advertising
 Full page advert inside the A5 dinner brochure (seen as a keepsake for attendees)
 Advert featured on a screen in the interactive galleries during the welcome drinks
 Pop up banner stands at the venue entrance and close to the stage
Marketing
 Featured as ‘Dinner Sponsor’ in promotions prior to the event: digital and print, social
media engagement
 Your organisation’s logo on conference website and ticket page
 Information about your organisation presented in interview format and sent in an
e-mail advertising the dinner to the PSEC database (including all delegates)
 Personalised message of thanks in our post conference follow up emails and social
media posts
Teacher Bursaries
 Support for one teacher to attend PSEC (see page 15)
Conference
 Three x 3-day conference tickets including catering
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CONTACT
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We would be delighted to hear from you
and to discuss your requirements
Questions should be directed to:
Colette Mackie
PSTT Events Administrator
0117 325 7823
colette.mackie@pstt.org.uk

Thank you very much for your time in reviewing our opportunities. We look forward to hearing from you soon.

In partnership with

@pstt_whyhow

/primaryscienceteachingtrust

Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT)
12 Whiteladies Road . Bristol . BS8 1PD
Tel 0117 325 0499 . Email info@pstt.org.uk
Web www.pstt.org.uk

